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ACtivity #1

“I am a Child of God” 
Paper Doll

what a wonderful feeling it is to know you belong! whether we have dimples, 
freckles, or wear glasses, we are all God’s children. God made each of us in his 
image, and yet we are all wonderfully different. let’s celebrate by creating a doll 
that looks just like us. it will be a reminder of all the wonderful things that make 
us special, and, most important, that God loves us.

See what love the  
Father has given us,  
that we should be 
called children of God. 

(1 john 3:1)
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What You Need
Paper doll worksheets 

scissors 

crayons or markers 

brass paper fasteners (five for each boy doll,  

four for each girl doll)

PreParatioN
1. Make copies of boy and girl Paper doll worksheets. 

2. begin cutting out the various parts of the doll’s body. each doll should have a head, two arms, one 

shirt, two legs for boy dolls or a skirt with legs attached for girl dolls.

3. next, punch a hole in each body part where indicated below.

4. using scissors, cut varying lengths of each color of yarn. lengths should range from 4" to ½". The 

yarn will be used as the doll’s hair.

5. assemble kits. 

 Each boy kit should include: one Paper doll boy worksheet, five brass fasteners

 Each girl kit should include: one Paper doll Girl worksheet, four brass fasteners

Craft time
1. Give each child one pre-assembled kit that best resembles them.

2. if using black and white copies, color the dolls using crayons and markers.

3. Fasten the paper body parts to the shirt with the brass fasteners.

4. using the yarn, glue the doll’s hair on the head.

5. have fun playing with your paper doll!

hole punch

yarn (yellow, brown, black, and red)

glue sticks
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Paper doll: Boy
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Paper doll: Girl




